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Inspired-by-Space pavilion competition 2015
“Another Earth Exhibition”

DOME OF VISIONS
Inspired-by-Space pavilion competition 2015
Stefania Dinea, Studio 4, winner of the “Inspired-by-Space student competition” for a pavilion inside the Dome of Visions
RUM FÖR HÅLLBARA IDEER

Gående hävsas till andra sidan
On Tuesday 22 September, 100 astronauts will visit campus and inaugurate Stefania’s Inspired-by-Space pavilion.
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Outside the walls – urban transformation in Ostuni
Smart Spaces: Architecture and Interactive Media

Responsive Environments

STUDIO PROJECT 3
Architectural interfaces: prototyping
CONTEMPORARY LIBRARY BUILT ON A FOUNDATION OF BOOKS
from Unity towards Library, Collections and more Beyond

STUDIO PROJECT 4
A Competitive Edge